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Figure 1: A user can experience Augmented Reality (AR) objects on a handheld device, which are displayed on top of an external display
(a)-(c). Our method has all following properties: computation of full pose, the camera can move, and the external display images can change.
Furthermore, the external display content don’t need to be known in the handheld device in advance. Our algorithm can embed these markers
imperceptibly for users (b).

ABSTRACT

In this demo, we present a system that can realize a spatial inter-
action between a handheld device and external displays via imper-
ceptible on-screen markers. Our system can compute a full pose of
the camera installed on the handheld device by extracting a marker
from the external display, while a user does not notice where the
marker is. This technology enables users to see Augmented Real-
ity (AR) objects on top of the external display through their hand-
held devices. Additionally, we can implement a remote interface
to access to the content on the external displays by touching the
handheld device screen. Our method consists of two parts: marker
embedding on external displays and marker detection. Compared
to previous research, our system allows that the external display
content can change and don’t need to be known in advance. Our
method is working well with small movements, while large move-
ments can lead to loss of tracking. We consider our work to be the
first step towards large scale deployment of handheld AR content
for a large number of users with unmodified devices.
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1 BACKGROUND

Handheld devices such as smartphones and tablet computers have
become common devices that people use in their daily life. These
devices have small, portable screens which are ideal for personal
content. Besides handheld devices, displays tend to vary in sizes
from desktop displays in office spaces to wall-sized displays. These
make external devices necessary for collaboration and displaying
public content. Recently researchers propose to leverage on the
strength of these two types of devices by creating user interactions
between them. One of such interactions is using handheld devices
for extracting some secondary content (QR codes, augmented re-
ality marker, etc.) from some primary content on the external dis-
play. Handheld devices are suitable for handling personal informa-
tion, whereas the large displays show information anyone in pub-
lic places. Considering these characteristics, the interaction using
handheld devices with external displays can be seen as a good com-
bination.

In this demo, we show a novel marker that is imperceptible fore-
ground for arbitrary background images on the screen. We accom-
plish this by leveraging on the property of the human eyes to aver-
age colors when presented with different colors at a rate faster than
the flicker fusion threshold of the human visual system. We treat the
two colors as a complementary pair. This allows us to modify the
arbitrary images to communicate with a computer vision system,
without obstructing the human’s view.

Our work contributes to a wide-area of use cases for any type
of interaction between handheld devices with cameras and digital
displays. Our method is the first with all the following properties:
computation of full pose, the camera can move, and the external
display content can change without synchronization. Using our sys-
tem, arbitrary images can be backgrounds of markers. This means
that a camera pose can be calculated anytime when the user holds
the handheld device as whose camera faces to the digital displays.
We consider our work to be the first step towards a large scale de-
ployment of handheld AR content for a large number of users with
unmodified handheld devices.
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Figure 2: Complementary image pair is created using a background
and a marker as a mask. These images are switched faster than
Critical Flicker Frequency on a display. Humans perceive only the
background, whereas a computer vision system can detect the em-
bedded marker.

2 RELATED WORK

Tablets and smartphones have been widely used as tools for inter-
action with external objects including distant displays. Content cre-
ation, edition, and transfer between devices are some of the activi-
ties that can be provided to engage users and increase collaboration
[5]. For tasks that require precise manipulation, Touch Projector
[2] makes use of zooming and temporary freezing of the camera
image. Augmented TV proposes an AR application that synchro-
nizes to the broadcasting movies [4].

In order to implement an imperceptible marker system with or-
dinary equipment such as consumer-grade cameras and off-the-
shelf projectors, unsynchronized technology is suitable for multi-
ple users. VRCodes [8] is the most similar to our work. This
system also uses color mixture effects and provides tagging sys-
tem with digital displays with rolling shutter cameras. However,
the tagging process requires the location information of the code in
advance. Accordingly, it is difficult to apply this technology to arbi-
trary backgrounds for embedding codes. Although several similar
works that used spatial coding or watermark techniques has been
reported [7, 10, 9], they assume that the camera always captures ob-
vious references such as frames of a display device. In our method,
we don’t need to know background on the screen, that is, our sys-
tem can work for arbitrary background images. Additionally, we
use only the embedded markers without the fiducial points in the
captured image.

Natural feature tracking can be implemented to handheld inter-
action with external displays [1], but it needs feature points on the
screen. By contrast, our system works for even monochrome im-
ages that have few natural feature points.

3 METHOD

Our method consists of two parts: marker embedding on external
displays and marker detection. Our concept is to treat the original
image as a background image on external displays. We then put
the marker on the foreground imperceptibly. Figure 2 shows the
overview of the method with these two processes. To embed the
marker onto the screen, it is important to design the marker to be
distinguishable for a computer vision system, but unobtrusive for
the human visual system.

We can embed a marker to any images by representing it as a
complementary image pair. This pair of images is generated by
modifying colors on the background image. We do this modifi-
cation such that the human visual system will perceive only the
background image when we continuously switch between the two
images. This method takes advantage of the human visual system’s
temporal integration of light. That is, when switched faster than
the Critical Flicker Frequency (CCF), two alternating colors will
be perceived to be the average of these two colors [3]. Although
imperceptible to humans, this type of marker can be extracted us-

ing computer vision techniques. We use the marker as a mask to
determine the area of the background image within which we will
calculate complementary pixel values (color pairs). We then cre-
ate the image pair by replacing the corresponding background pixel
with these color pairs. This image pair are switched alternatively on
the screen of a display device at 60Hz. This speed is chosen so that
the human eyes can only see the background image. Theoretically,
the two colors works as one color for human eyes when the refresh
rate is higher than CFF which is around 60Hz.

Our method allows a computer vision system to detect the im-
perceptible on-screen makers. In order to detect a marker through
captured images, we have set a camera at a capture rate of 45fps.
We then extract an embedded marker by accumulating each dif-
ference between three sequentially captured images while the dis-
play device switches the complementary image pair on the screen at
60fps. In this demo, we apply the algorithm of random dot markers
to make marker mask images [6].

4 DEMO DESCRIPTION

Our demo system consists of a tablet device which has a camera and
an external large display. Additionally, we use a server that com-
putes image processing instead of the tablet device through wireless
network. As a user looks through the tablet screen at the screen of
external display which shows an images, augmented reality objects
appear on top of the external screen. The user perceives only the
background image, whereas the computer can detect an embedded
marker and estimate the camera pose and the external display ID.
The background image on the external display can be switched with
other images. Since the estimated pose and ID gives information
where the camera looks towards which external display, we can de-
velop variety of applications based on a spatial interaction using our
marker system. In this demo 1, we show an application that enables
a user to experience augmented reality objects on top of the external
display with simple input interface as shown in Figure 1.
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1Video: http://imd.naist.jp/~goshiro/video/ISMAR2015-demo.mp4


